Hummingbirds
an alternative design for the modern workplace by
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HUMMINGBIRDS
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Herbert Simon (1958)

Our definition of work includes both paid employment and social reproduction. Following
academic feminists Diane Elson (“Gender and the global economic crisis in developing
countries: a framework for analysis,” Gender and Development, 18 (2): 203) and Susan
Ferguson (“Women and Work. Feminism, Labour, and Social Reproduction,” (London: Pluto
Press, 2020), 111) the term ‘social reproduction’ refers to the daily, intergenerational work of
reproducing society, through the care, socialisation and education of human beings as
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We use the Causal Layered Analysis approach developed by futurologist Sohail
Inayatullah which can be used to design future based solutions

CURRENT DESIGN
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Craig R. Littler (1978)
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4 In 2019, the International Labour Organisation reported that "stress, excessively long
working hours and disease, contribute to the deaths of nearly 2.8 million workers each year"

CURRENT DESIGN: WORK COMPRESSION
This graphic shows an excerpt from the online
calendar of a London based working parent
dated January- February 2020 before the
Covid-19
pandemic
affected
their
daily
working patterns.
“Working days” and “non-working” days are
clearly delineated with activities compressed
into an 8.00am to 4.00pm pattern which was
agreed with the employer to enable collection
of a child after school.
Work was performed in a central London office
which required a daily commute by train
lasting approximately 50 minutes each way.
Additional work which is not captured in the
graphic includes domestic work, supporting
home learning and after hours work including
checking emails and document drafting.

WORK:CRISIS
The Covid-19 global pandemic and government
enforced lockdowns have forced us to
consider how and why we work5.
The disruption of
global
supply
chains temporarily
stemmed
the
worldwide flow of
people and goods
while
social
distancing
measures
normalised
home
working for many.
Key workers who
needed
to
work
outside
of
the
home
were
transformed into
essential
workers
while parents’ roles were
expanded to include home education.

flexibility, twenty-four hour engagement and freed
many from long often ecologically damaging travel.
Old practices still inhabit new technologies. Just
as the early electrified factories failed to adapt
to their new capabilities straight away and late
twentieth century
computerisation translated
paper based inefficiencies into electronic ones,
so the new socially distanced workplace is still
structured along gendered and Taylorist lines.
Gender remains a determining factor in how domestic
work is divided in double income households with
women largely shouldering increases in washing,
cleaning and home teaching6. At the same time the
Black Lives Matter movement has highlighted
structural inequalities based on race and ethnicity
which together with social class, too often lead to
lower pay and poor working conditions.
To redesign the system, we must reconsider what we
mean by work and how we can all benefit from it.

On the surface these changes were a boon to those
with jobs - remote technology allowed for greater
5

Picture shows handwritten notes on tips for successful homeworking delivered via a
remote team meeting on 17 March 2020 - just ahead of the government imposed lockdown
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Office for National Statistics, “Coronavirus and how people spent their time under
lockdown: 28 March to 26 April 2020”
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day for a parent and their child.

develop a prototype blended working

Our prototype denotes a transformed vision of the future where we work as hummingbirds rather than worker
bees. In our design, work is an expanded term which includes social reproduction, physical activity and
paid employment. Opportunities for intergenerational learning are interwoven throughout the day in a mix
of formal and informal learning environments which leave space for spontaneity and play. As the day is no
longer compartmentalised into working and non-working hours, working rhythms are synchronised with circadian
ones. Activities are largely self-directed and intended to maximise the use of daylight hours in intense
bursts of activity, much like the hummingbird rather than the continuous toil of the worker bee.

THE MODERN WORKPLACE: A CAUSAL LAYERED ANALYSIS

LITANY

SYTEMIC
VIEW

WORLDVIEW

METAPHOR

CURRENT VIEW
{what we tell ourselves}

CURRENT REALITY
{what’s actually happening}

TRANSFORMED
{what our reality could be}

Remote technology and
homeworking allow us to
<<have it all>>, build
portfolio careers, combining
social reproductive roles
such as childcaring with
economic activity in the
form of paid employment.

In reality having it all means
doing it all - usually all of the
time as remote technology sets
new expectations for employers
and clients. Social reproduction
roles are either outsourced in
the form of low paid, low status
work or shouldered - largely by
women - for free.

Technology can be an enabler to
help blend paid and unpaid work.
By opening up our day we can
learn new patterns of employment
based on our circadian rhythms
rather than the Taylorist
metronomes of the factory floor.
In doing so we can redefine the
value of work and the meaning of
a working day.

Flexibility = freedom which
will lead to greater
autonomy, self-actualisation
and gender equality

Flexibility = job insecurity
where <<only the paranoid
survive>> Schools are part
educators, part childcare
providers and family life and
social relationships fit around
employment.

Multiple concurrent, work,
employment timelines where
economic and social reproduction
is woven into the fabric of our
daily lives. Work is sustainable
individually and globally social reproduction roles are
valued and not gendered

Time (t) is an economic
variable where productivity
= value of work/ outputs

Time is a finite commodity where
to be “time poor” is a
consequence of economic progress

Time is capacity builder able to
enrich and enhance our working
lives

We are each worker bees
using our time to gather
nectar and make honey

Individual bees must be
sacrificed for the ongoing
survival of the hive.

We are hummingbirds designed to
work in harmony - and drink
nectar

Work redesigned: The hummingbird day
Time
12.00 am
5.00 am

Parent1
Sleep
Wake

Parent2
Sleep
Sleep

Child
Sleep
Sleep

Narrative

6.00am

Support

Wake

Wake

7.00 am

Work

Support/Work

Informal
learning/Play

After washing and dressing, Parent2 and their child have a
learning session based on a game they used to play as a
child. The child is bored after 25 minutes and decides to
play independently. Parent2 takes the opportunity to clean up
while Parent1 finishes up their work for the morning.

8.00 am

Family time

Family time

Family time

Both parents spend time with their child in their small
garden where they are attempting to grow some vegetables from
seeds. They finish up quickly so that they can travel the
short distance to school.

9.00 am

Support

Support

Formal
learning

The school day starts at 9.00am and finishes at 13.00. It is
a site for formal learning with teachers and peers.

With time to rest during the day waking at dawn is no longer
a burden and Parent1 rises easily with the sun. Early morning
provides the perfect opportunity for some light exercise and
communication with co-workers who reside in different time
zones.
Parent2 begins work on waking. Messages from the day before
are picked up and responded to. Real time responses are not
expected so a reminder is set to check in again within the
next 12 hours.Parent1 uses this time to support their child
who has woken up.

Time
9.30 am

Child

Narrative
Parent1 uses the time to have a short nap. Parent2 picks up
and responds to messages that have come through from work and
has a conversation with a colleague regarding an upcoming
project. They agree what needs to be done and when by. As
their roles are clear and they have shared goals, each trusts
that the tasks will be completed on time and time is not
expended chasing deadlines.
Parent1 cycles to school in time for pick up. Parent2 has been
for a short run and is resting before lunch.

Parent1
Sleep

Parent2
Work

13.00

Work/support

Play

14.00

Play

Play

Play

After lunch, the family head for an outing to Kew Gardens.
There are multiple objectives for the trip - gathering
information for a school project, investigation of
architectural designs for a project and inspiration for the
home garden. Informal learning is incorporated into a fun
trip with the family.

18.00

Rest

Rest

Formal
learning

On return food is at the front of everyone’s minds. A quick
meal is prepared and shared while the parents rest. Relaxed
after the day, their child completes some self-directed
learning online, identifying plants they saw on the trip.
Parent2 settles them for bed before joining Parent2 for
evening work.

19.30

Work

Work

Sleep

23.00

Sleep

Sleep

Sleep

Both parents settle into their evening work sessions. As most
people are coming online, this is usually the busiest time of
their working days. On a typical day each might work until
22.00 or 23.00 before sleeping. Today they break at 21.00 to
have a group family call with relatives based in the USA, the
Netherlands and Nigeria. Parent1 reviews her patients’ notes
ahead of her surgery session in the morning. Tired but not
exhausted, they head purposefully to bed.

DESIGN IMPLICATIONS
The hummingbird day is a deceptively simple proposal that uses technology to blend our domestic and employed
lives into days filled with purpose. The hummingbird model does not require new technologies but rather
radical rethinking of what work is and how is can be performed. Gender and race are irrelevances in our
proposal and national boundaries do not curtail or restrict working patterns or social relationships.
There are positive externalities associated with this proposed way of working. More physical exercise and
engagement with nature are designed to improve health and wellbeing which in turn can help to increase life
expectancies. With more meaningful parental support and day to day contact we might expect to see better
mental health in our children where the stresses of a Taylorist education system have been removed and
learning is increasingly self-driven. On a global scale reduced travel should yield ecological benefits and
we might we might also see greater innovation in our model which replaces growth with purpose.
For these working practices to become normalised however, there needs to be a willingness to embrace
structural changes. This is no small task. The boundaries between work and social reproduction will need
to be redefined and ideally removed altogether. This challenges ideas adopted even by some feminists that
economic and personal progress demands that social reproduction work is outsourced or automated. We see
value in social reproduction which can benefit everyone regardless of age or gender. So too, the hummingbird
model should not look to reconstruct old hierarchies with new ones. The blend of in person and remote roles
should extend to all workers so that idealised working environments are not, as now, underpinned by an
often invisible underclass of workers who are denied the privileges of the systems they support.

ABOUT THE DESIGNERS
Daniella Jenkins and Hazel Jenkins are a mother and daughter design team. As a young mother Daniella often
had to make choices about how she divided her time between work and family. With one child still in primary
school she has used 2020 to reflect on her own working practices and how they could be redesigned for the
better.
Daniella joined the WOW Foundation in October 2019 as its first Executive Director leading the organisation
through its transition to a fully fledged independent charity. With a background in major projects and
business transformation, Daniella previously led change programmes in a range of organisations including
Aviva PLC, the Association of British Insurers and Transport for London and the Cabinet Office and she sits
on the professional standards board for the Association of Project Management and policy advisory group for
the Women’s Budget Network.
Hazel is a young musician and sound designer with an interest in education. Using original compositions and
sounds collated from her home during lockdown and a period of intense homeworking she created the Worker
bee/hummingbird piece.

